
UnisLink RCM Plus++
for Physician Offices  
Supercharge your billing engine for better results

Your mission is to care for patients.
Ours is to help you get paid.
Does your current RCM model ever leave  
you stranded when it’s time to verify eligibility, 
capture clinical quality measures or overcome 
denials? AVS Medical has partnered with  
UnisLink to bring you RCM Plus++, the ideal  
solution to help you overcome these challenges.  

Our complete offerings, tailored for physician  
offices, take you beyond better billing with  
a comprehensive one-source solution for  
all of your RCM needs. UnisLink keeps you  
cruising comfortably through your workflow,  
today and down the road—no matter what  
pay-for-performance challenges the  
future brings.

Best of all, our high-efficiency 
approach = seriously low fees.  
That means you get more results  
and functionality with less cost  
and effort.

Stay Compliant 

Reduce Manual Effort  

Maximize Patient Payments 

Easily Gain Deep
Analytical Insights 

And More!



UnisLink RCM Plus++  
Puts Physicians in the Driver’s Seat
Think of RCM Plus++ as your performance roadster. One that comes with a  
powerful set of under the hood and in-cabin features delivering supercharged 
performance and unrivaled driver experience.

Fully-Integrated PM Workflow  
includes charge capture, claims 
scrubbing, clearing house, and all 
aspects of practice billing workflow

Coding Benchmark Analysis  
gives you insight into your coding  
mix, helping improve effectiveness 
while staying compliant

Clinical Quality Measures Capture 
target, collect, report and easily  
meet MIPS requirements

Care-Gap & Patient Risk Analytics 
track risk and gaps in care for your 
entire patient population

Proactive Patient Alerts 
enable automated messages and 
reminders by phone and text

AR and Denial Follow-up  
powered by Robotic Process 
Automation that prevents repeat 
errors and continually, exponentially 
improves efficiency

Seamless Eligibility Verification 
including the ability to confirm 
retroactive Medicaid coverage

Automated Workflows  
power every step of the billing 
process, dramatically increasing 
collections and minimizing denials

Intuitive Reporting Engine  
delivers unparalleled insight  
into payments, quality, and even  
contract negotiation opportunities

Patient Payments Maximized, 
automated text and IVR payment 
reminders, and a convenient  
online/mobile payment portal

In Cabin Under the Hood

Experience UnisLink RCM Plus++ for Yourself
UnisLink delivers our best-in-market solution to physician offices through an account 

optimization model that can be tailored to fit your needs, scaling to be just right,  
whether you are a solo provider, or a large multi-division, multi-location group practice.

Find out why RCM Plus++ is the preferred solution for hundreds of physicians working 
across multiple care settings. It only takes a quick conversation to begin. Call, email,  

or visit our website today for more information or to request a test drive or quote.

Call 877.975.9160 |  Email sales@avsmedical.com


